Co-Housing Model

- Allows independent living while maintaining community support
- Flexibility to purchase neighboring units
- Range of unit types allows movement within the community as household type changes
- Community scale model of “other families” living together

Trudeslund | Vandkunsten Architects

- Located north of Copenhagen
- Completed in 1981
- 33 Units, ranging from 970 - 1500 Sq. Ft.
- Common House supports activities for all ages
- Communal Dinners - Elderly not required to cook
Project 3 - Precedent Studies

Other Family

Multi-Generational House
Kohlhoff & Kohlhoff
Stuttgart

- Apartments for seniors with assistance in the building
- Day care for children
- Many communal areas allow for multi-generational interaction
- Day care occupies ground floor, while living areas are situated on the quieter upper floors
Multi-generational House in Darmstadt:

Kranzle + Fischer Wassels Architects

- House conceived as accommodating future changes in family structure (birth, death, disability, departure, arrival, etc.)

- Number and sizing of apartments is flexible. Room sizes allow for change of function at any time (office, bedroom, etc.)

- Three maisonettes can be subdivided into six apartments or dwellings can absorb additional rooms from adjacent areas

- Communal spaces created between private, independently functioning dwellings. Allows for family interaction and retreat into individual private spaces.

- The voids and galleries of communal spaces create the opportunities for subdividing spaces.